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In recent years, Canadian cinema has 
been the subject of innumerable discussions, 
controversies and oral or written state
ments. Since I have been working in the 
field of cinema in Montreal for a long 
time, I will venture an opinion and offer 
some ideas, even if they are unlikely to be 
accepted. I will deal with only the broad 
outlines because what happens behind the 
scenes would make a whole book, not a sim
ple article. 

We have many so-called "saviors" who 
are constantly speaking of the "crisis" 
of cinema and blaming either the govern
ment or the industry, in particular certain 
American companies. Of course, all these 
"saviors" claim to be absolutely disinte
rested, an attitude which leads to conflict 
and auto-destruction: everyone is jealous 
of the others and wants recognition of the 
divine mission which gives him a right to 
the taxpayer's money. Among these people 
are, on the one hand, federal civil servants 
(whom some provinces unfortunately try to 
emulate) who think of themselves as abso
lute masters capable of bringing Canadian 
cinema to the greatest heights, and oh the 
other hand, a contingent of self-styled film
makers who act as if society owed them 
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everything because they have made one or 
two films. In this unhealthy climate, em
pires of "kommissars", lobbying, para
chuting into key positions, dirty tricks and 
something that vaguely resembles North-
em Ireland has developed. 

Of course, these problems are present 
elsewhere too. But nowhere else in a de
mocratic country is public money so much 
a part of the game. This "cultural ma
fia" is the most destructive force in our 
country. How can this be explained? Is it 
the result of a political will determined to 
give cinema a definite direction, or of 
ignorance on the part of the mandarins in 
the field? We may one day elucidate the 
answer to this question. 

Between these two extremes stand some 
people who understand that cinema has been 
in a perpetued crisis since its birth in 1895 
because it is at the same time an art and 
an industry - and both are costly. There
fore, cinema is a continuous struggle, and 
each film goes through its own crisis even 
after all the contracts are- signed. Fellini 
was in a state of financial crisis throughout 
the shooting of his last film Casanova. 

This group of moderates understand that 
Canadian or Quebec content cannot be a 
guarantee of success, and that people can 
never be forced to see a particular film, 
simply because it is Canadian. Our 
viewers live surrounded by images and have 
seen the best of world films on the small 
or the big screen. Some groups insist that 
the state has to "protect" our cinema but 
they forget that no government in the 
course of history has ever created any 
great culture. On the contrary, creation 
is always unpredictable - it must not be 
confused with the planning of highways. As 

far as cinema is concerned, the more the 
state will legislate, the fewer good films 
will be made - because cinema means 
"movement" and the moment this move
ment is supervised by civil servants, very 
often incompetent ones, cinema is dead or 
meaningless - as is the case in countries 
where cinema is tightly controlled. 

In some circles where it should matter, 
nobody worries about the quality of our 
products. It is very difficult to make cine
ma succeed artificially while steering it 
in the wrong direction. It is not by protect
ing mediocrity that a serious cinematogra
phic base will be created in this country. 
Even Bergman has rejected any further 
"protection" from the officials of Sweden 
(which is so often proposed as an example 
of success) and left for Hollywood. 

If cinema could be reduced to the dimen
sions of meat, it would no doubt be easier 
- because there is no reason why we should 
be inundated by American beef when our 
beef is as good, if not better, than its 
southern counterpart. But cinema is some
thing else. It is in constant revolution and 
in the western world this revolution is led 
by our best bourgeois creators. 

The fact that this revolution originates 
in Hollywood, in the United States, is not 
suprising because Hollywood has become 
for cinema what Paris was for the arts at 
the beginning of the 20th century. Cinema 
is essentially the art of the masses and 
for that reason it is a mistake to under
estimate American cinema, which provid
ed the masses of the world with great 
myths of escape: love, horizons, freedom, 
sex, the direct justice of the frontiers, 
adventure... and also with modern gods 
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and goddesses: Marlene Dietrich, Greta 
Garbo, Marilyn Monroe, Humphrey Bogart, 
Marlon Brando, Jack Nicholson... 

Furthermore, we must no longer think 
of Hollywood as being representative only 
of America; indeed some of the greatest 
filmmakers of the world as well as the 
greatest stars were received and accepted 
in Hollywood: Mack Sennett (from Quebec), 
Greta Garbo, Marlene Dietrich, Eric Von 
Stroheim, Joseph Von Sternberg, Zoltan 
Korda, Frank Capra, Rouben Mamoulian, 
Alfred Hitchcock, Charles Chaplin, Rene 
Clair, Jean Renoir, Roman Polanski, Mi-
los Forman... Also in Hollywood cine
ma was never limited to a particular out
look as was the case in Canada where ci
nema for almost 30 years was only allowed 
to follow the lead of the National Film 
Board. As if this was not enough, even now 
they are trying to keep us within their 
official lines - and then are bold enough to 
speak of an industry of cinema, of crea
tion! 

With just a little love and intelligence, it 
can be understood that this beautiful and 
universal language is in itself irra
tional and as such cannot agree with the 
systems of rigid institutions. It lives and 
develops in absolute freedom and the role 
of the state as the modern Maecenas is to 
help it directly and not through a stuffy 
bureaucracy which is a consequence here 
of the worst British traditions. One might 
ask, where is the British film industry 
today? 

In the early '60s, it was under the in
fluence of the great American films that the 
French produced a new concept of cinema 
with the films of the Nouvelle Vague. The 
first feature film of Jean-Luc Godard, 
A bout de souffle (Breathless), was an 
homage to John Ford. This interdepen
dence has shown that the language of cine
ma, particularly fiction, cannot go far if 
it is locked into some sort of provincialism. 

In a concrete way, what can be done in 
the present situation? Is it possible to con
struct a strong cinema with the help of 
narrow-minded pseudo-intellectuals, most 
of them disciples of the National Film 
Board? We naively think that by eliminating 
the American "majors" Canadian cinema 
can be created. But Montreal is only 40 
miles from the American border, like-
most of our urban centers, and nothing 
can prevent our people from going to see 
films there, just as nothing can prevent 
them from rushing to Cape Cod or Miami 
for vacations. Even if the American-owned 
theatres were closed, the "majors" would 
still do very good business as they are 
doing now with 16 mm films in schools, 
private clubs, etc. In Spain, during the 
Franco regime, the least sex in cinema 
was considered sinful and banned. As a 
consequence, the French border towns 
made easy money by offering the Spa
niards sexy films. 

People want to see a film, nothing more. 
It is true that our federal state lacks a 
general policy in this field and the general 
impression is they haven't a clue. They 
should be the ones - maybe the Ministry 
of Industry and Commerce - to study 
whether foreign companies prevent our 
films and other films of quality from being 
seen by monopolizing showing and distribu
tion. 

There exist anti-trust laws in the United 
States too. Only healthy competition can 
give us access to the best films of the 
world. It is the role of the state to see to 
it that no monopoly exists in this field and 
that no particular country's cinema be 
penalized in the process. But if cinema is 
treated as an industry it should be treated 
also in the overall framework of economic 
relations between Canada and the US. 

Consequently, I wish in this article to 
examine the role of the Department of the 
Secretary of State, the main power behind 
cinema activities in this country, as well 
as the roles of its various agencies. The 
problems of the Department of the Secre
tary of State, particularly its past prob
lems, can be summarized by saying that 
it was for a long time a prisoner of the 
British traditions of its higher officials 
and that it acted mainly through the agency 
of the National Film Board. On the one 
hand, the Department wanted to create a 
national cinema with its own "identity", 
slightly overdone and artificially maintain-
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ed for political reasons inherent in the 
federal context; on the other hand, its 
officials acted, and still act, as if we were 
a socialist country, or Latin American 
one, or - worse still - a young African coun
try where people have never seen films. 

The desire for power and domination 
that characterized the predecessors of the 
present Secretary has brought about the 
malaise of the Department and of the in
dustry as a whole. I wonder if the com
mercial side of cinema would not be better 
served within the Ministry of Industry and 
Commerce than the Department of the 
Secreteiry of State. It is not easy to break 
established empires; however, in a politi
cal sense as well as for the cultural good 
of Canadians, the Department of the Se
cretary of State must examine as soon as 
possible the role of its agencies. It is not 
by controlling whatever moves on the 
screen that the federal government will 
make us more Canadian. After all, a man 
who keeps insisting that he is married is 
not necessarily a faithful husband... 

The National Film Board 
Its role was at one time positive but 

today, when secondary schoolchildren have 
studios and cameras, not to mention the 
innumerable universities where cinema is 
beginning to gain roots, it is urgent that 
the role of the Board be reassessed. We 
have seen enough of the power game and 
vested interests in Ottawa. Now the mil
lions given the Board could go directly 
to our filmmakers and cinema would fare 
much better. The role of the Board during 
the war was understandable and justified. 
But today, is there one great dem.ocrattc 
country which has a branch of cinemato
graphic propaganda? If the Board must 
exist, then let it exist, but it should be 
treated on the same footing as other crown 
corporations and should rely on its own 
resources to survive. We are living at a 
time of image explosion and a democratic 
government does not have the right to use 
taxpayers' money to make us tributaries 
of an organization that has already consider
ably slowed the normal evolution of Ca
nadian cinema. The image had already won 
the battle against the words in 1938... 

It may now be time to apply the Massey 
minority report (Royal Commission: Arts, 
Letters and Sciences, 1950) which declared 
that the federal government should cease 
financing the National Film Board. With its 
monopoly, the Board has done enormous 
prejudice to the independent sector and 
to those filmmakers who were not privileg
ed to enter the Board. Where can a non-
NFB documentary film be shot? So, not only 
have we prevented an independent sector 
from developing and becoming stronger but 
we prevented our talents from expressing 
themselves, which is unacceptable in a 
country like ours. At any rate, the Board 
would be more productive if it became a 
kind of "cinema center" - a center of cinema 
information, a national laboratory which 
would make contracts with private indus
try, a production company like all other 
private companies. As things stand now, 
people £ire wondering about the usefulness 
of the National Film Board with its army 
of functionaries. 

The CFDC 
Much has been said for and against this 

state corporation. I must admit that. I, per
sonally, am not a great fan of it. On the 
other hand, it must be said that the CFDC 
has helped Canadian cinema. The problem 
with the CFDC was, and still is at the 
present moment, that its policy is unclear 
and pseudo-cultural rather than industry-
oriented. It is true that we lack expertise 
and the CFDC cannot make films in the 
place of filmmakers and producers. But 
should it not have tried in the beginning 
to develop such expertise instead of sub
sidizing mediocrity? 

The idea I always supported was that the 
CFDC become a sort of national bank for 
the financing of the cinema industry (pro
duction, distribution, promotion) and that it 
refrain from setting itself up as a super
structure, thus repeating the mistake of the 
National Film Board. If a producer is 
willing to risk his own money along with 
that of the state, he should have the right 
to make any film he likes. The CFDC 
should transform itself into a mixed compa
ny of public and private capital. In the first 
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stage, the government should reduce the 
money it gives to other agencies involved 
in fUm production and increase considera
bly the budget of the CFDC. The fact that the 
cost of a more or less successful film is 
about a million must be taken into account. 
In our conditions, such a budget is realistic 
because crowds are running to see super-
productions like Jaws and others whose 
budgets went far above $10,000,000. 

The CFDC should not close its doors to 
films produced here by great international 
filmmakers. Once in a while, such a film 
made by a world celebrity would stimulate 
our creativity and make our industry more 
viable. 

The CFDC should also make changes in 
its board. I would surround the present 
director with men who "breathe" cinema 
- and such men do exist here. If we really 
decide to have a cinema industry and not 
just talk about it, then the new CFDC must 
be given the means to work and the free
dom to operate on a world scale because, 
whether we like it or not, there is no pos
sibility of a viable industry in this field 
if it is not oriented towards the interna
tional market. 

I think that such a new CFDC, once 
established and, cleansed of its narrow 
conceptions, could be extremely useful to 
our cinema industry - which will remain 
modest for a long time, not only because of 
the lack of expertise (filmmakers, produc
ers) but because of our tastes for things 
American (from hotdogs to automobiles) 
and also because of the enormous costs 
that will always be involved in this indus
try. Our linguistic duality will leave us 
for a long time handicapped by French 
and American cinema, because to be suc
cessful on the foreign market means to 
receive the stamp of approval of New 
York and Paris. It is a harsh reality that 
we must be aware of. Finally, it is the 
CFDC that should be responsible for solv
ing the peoblem of showing our films in 
theatres without resorting to quotas on 
foreign films or other simplistic and un
realistic methods. 

The Canada Council 
All reasonable people will admit that the 

Canada Council is trying to be the fairest of 
all federal agencies. As far as cinema is 
concerned, the Council is just starting to 
contribute. It would be beneficial that this 
agency play a much more important role, 
with an increased budget, than it does at 
present. The CFDC could help the indus
trial side of cinema and the Council the 
cultural side. As long as a government 
institution remains the judge concerning the 
good of the population, nothing can be said 
against it but the moment it becomes judge 
and participant at the same time, it cannot 
work any more in a democratic system. 
The Canada Council should play, in the field 
of cinema, the same role as it plays in other 
cultural fields and to my knowledge, there is 
no national commissioner for theatre or 
music. In this case, we could do without the 
commissioners from the National Film 
Board, the Festivals Bureau and the Na
tional Archives. 

I realize it is sometimes difficult to tell 
in advance whether a film is "commer
cial". I think Canada Council grants for a 
film should never go over $50,000. As one 

criterion for selection, we might say that 
the types of films made by student? or the 
ones produced at present by the National 
Film Board should be subsidized by the 
Council. Moreover, applicatiops to the 
Council would be made directly while, in the 
case of the CFDC, the producing cpmpiany 
would take the necessary steps and make 
the commitments. 

The Festivals Bureau 
I would not mention this Bureau if it were 

not constantly messing things up. For poli
tical or other reasons (definitely outmoded) 
this agency thinks of itself as the absolute 
master of any Canadian participation in 
other countries and thus undermines the 
efforts of organizations which have eJf-
changes with the outside, On the other hand, 
this Bureau does not consider it one of its 
prerogatives to help a strictly Canadian 
film festival. It is easy to organize activi
ties in other countries when all expenses 
Eire paid by the government, but we ^Iso 
need people who work here on Canadian soil. 

For many organizations, exchanges with 
other countries depend on reciprocity. And 
what then is the role of the Office of Cine
ma of the Department of Foreign Affairs 
if it is not to take care of our activities in 
other countries? However, when a grant is 
requested from the Festivals Bureau, the 
answer is always the same: no money. But 
when it is the Bureau itself which is organ
izing, then official delegations can be seen 
from Cannes to Sorrente (without, inciden
tally, representation of the private sector 
which the Bureau of Festivals was created 
to help). Officials travel everywhere under 
the grand title of "Cinema Canada" instead 
of directly helping the distributors and 
producers to sell their films. In Cannes, 
our films are not sold by the Festivals Bu
reau but by Carle, Link, Demers and 
David themselves, and they are the ones who 
should be our delegates. Like the Aus
tralians and their koalas, we are trying 
to sell an image of the country. But the 
professionals who go to Cannes to bviy 
films are not interested in the "delega-
tions" of Ottawa, Melbourne or Quebec, On 
the contrary, this insistence on bureau
cracy can be detrimental to our films 
because serious festival organizers are 
suspicious of officials. Our Bureau abuses 
its publicity here as well as outside. To 
impress its employers (for reasons of 
budget) the Festivals Bureau declares 
everywhere in newspapers that Canadian 
cinema was never better represented than 
in Cannes this year. However, in the of
ficial competition, only one film, Metamor
phosis, was presented by Canada. This 
student film received the Palme d'Or - but 
it took part in the Festival only because of 
the efforts of my Conservatory and not 
those of the Festivals Bureau. In 1969, we 
had nine feature films in the "Quinzaine 
des Realisateurs"; in 1976 we had only two. 
If the CFDC is feorganized, it would niake 
sense that it become responsible for help
ing our producers and distributors to sell 
on the international scene. An office with 
three persons in Cannes would be sufficient 
to give out all information on Canadian 
productions. Jt would be illogical for the 
CFDC, whose role it is to help the cinema 
industry, not to be present in the profes
sional fUm festivals of the world. For all 

Other festivals, no agency would be better 
chosen than the Canada Council to take care 
of everything in a fair way. 

The Film Archives 
When its history is written, it will be said 

that the Film Archives of Ottawa were 
founded over the dead body of the Canadian 
Film Institute. This expression may be 
strong but unfortunately it reflects the truth. 
History will also say that our government 
stopped having faith in private cultural ins
titutions. In this particular case, the govern-
inent allowed some officials, worthy of the 
military regimes of Latin America, to take 
over a great institution which had proved 
its value since 1935. The directors of the 
Institute tried everything to get some aid 
from the state, but in vain. To mislead the 
public, there was a "merging" between 
the archives of the Institute and the almost 
nonexistent ones of the National Archives. 
It was a scandalous "coup d'6tat". What is 
also sad is that our parliamentary opposi
tion has never been interested in cultural 
questions. 

Of course, the federal government has 
the right and the duty to set up National 
Afchivea that will preserve its filmed docu
ments but when the Archives try to take 
over and control other private institutions 
(hy controlling their subsidies), we do not 
have a democracy anymore but neo-fascism. 
The Archives are getting involved every
where and if the government does not exa
mine their more dubious activities (for ex
ample, trying to organize some festivals 
in other countries) there will not be any 
future for private initiatives. What good is 
it to try to improve the quality of culture 
in our country when we know that a federal 
or provincial official will do all he can to 
crush you? Such people are interested in 
power only and are cut off from the cultural 
and educational needs of the masses. In 
socialist countries, governments have at 
least the decency to admit that they want to 
direct and decide everything (economy 
as well as the freedom and culture of citi
zens) but there the expression "private 
enterprise" has no meaning. 

This said, I still believe that the Ar
chives could play an unportant role in 
safekeeping our national heritage so long 
as their aim is not to build new empires. 
This tendency towards aggrandizement was 
clearly seen in the discussion organized by 
the Canada Council last June 14 and 15. It 
is to be hoped that after this discussion, 
another attitude will be taken in this field. 
If the National Film Board is reorganized, 
I think the National Archives should become 
part of it rather than of the Public Archives. 
The Board has the technical means and 
experience necessary; it also has its own 
collection. It would be illogical to create 
a new technical government agency because, 
Jf the agency is only for "preservation", 
it is a question of money and nothing else. 

The CBC 
It k not my purpose to analyze here the 

greatnesses and the weaknesses of this 
gQvemn^ent monster but because it is an 
important factor in cinema, I want to say 
a few words about it. This institution is at 
present too powerful and we should not let 
it become bigger by monopolizing other 
areas but should reduce its power as much 
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as possible to make it competitive with 
private networks. The CBC is already too 
costly for what it is doing. 

Concerning cinema, CBC-TV is a stop
gap. It can be said that, in part, it is be
cause of television that our cinema was 
never successful in theatres; this is at 
least my experience in Montreal. Let us 
imagine the following authentic scenario: 
the CBC advertises it is presenting a certain 
Canadian film on March 27; a small inde
pendent theatre advertises the same film 
for March 29; failure of the film in the 
theatre. At any rate, most Quebec films 
were shown on TV in the course of the 
year. The few persons who were interested 
in seeing the films reflected that it was not 
worth going out to see the films since they 
would see them on TV. 

State-owned television was certainly not 
intended as a dumping ground for films nor 
as a film producer. Even the Sunday pro
gram Les beaux dimanches has started 
showing films. Such dumping can work for 
American films because, in the case of The 
Godfather for example, the film has al
ready made a fortune in theatres and can 
now afford to get a few million more on 
the various TVs of the world. But such a 
method is fatal for a film produced here: 
right in the beginning, the film is handicap
ped commercially in theatres and the CBC 
pays only peanuts. (A filmmaker is not paid 
more than $10,000 while the production 
cost may be around $350,000.) If the CBC 
gave the film producer the same amount 
they pay for a Lise Payette show or an 
Olympic Lottery special, the Corporation 
would really be helping our cinema. If 
state television forgot about film produc
tion and left it to private industry, the 
latter would be seriously reinforced. The 
CBC's own production studios are not only 
detrimental to the independent sector but lit
erally kill it. The great networks in the 
United States are always using the resour
ces of private industry and I don't see why 
we cannot do the same, the more so as the 
production of a CBC film or show involves 
a real army of people which makes for a 
terrible waste of public money. The CBC, 
as a corporation representing the Canadian 
taxpayer, should have an obligation to con
tribute seriously to our film production and 
not only to overblown projects destined to 
justify high budgets in Ottawa. 

Conclusion 
If I took the liberty in this article of 

discussing exclusively federal agencies, it 
is because I believe that the development 
of cinema depends right now for a \aige part 
on the federal government. It is true that 
the provinces, in particular Quebec, have 
the intention of doing something in the field 
of cinema but since provincial institutions 
are still embryonic and more narrow in 
their conception than the bureaucratic fe
deral agencies, I have omitted them. 

I know how difficult it is to break up 
certain pjTamids. But if we believe in de
mocracy, if we believe in the contribution 
of citizens to the economic-cultural life 
of our country, it is time the federal govern
ment took away the monopoly from its 
institutions and showed more confidence 
in private initiative. We have the means, 
we just have to use our resources in the 
light ofthe reality of 1976. D 
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just goes to show that good news refilly 
does travel fast in an industry where you 
have to produce — or else. 
And that's a cue to quality, because that's 
the one imperative we demand of our
selves. We set higher standards for 
ourselves than even the most discriminat
ing client. We have the technical skills in 
our people and we have the technical 
facilities in our equipment. Put them both 
together and the results make friends out 
of clients. 

And that's a cue to quality, too, like; 
Productions Mutuelles - Cinevideo - In
ternational Cinemedia Centre - Video-
f i lms-N.F.B.-Cinepix-Paramount-20th 
Century Fox - Columbia - CBC - Warner 
Bros. - United Artists - MCA - Universal. 

Our circle of friends and clients continues to grow. 

A FEW OF OUR RECENT ORIGINAL PRODUCTIONS ARE. 

• BREAKING POINT 

• LIES MY FATHER TOLD ME 

• DUDOY KRAVITZ 

•PARTNERS 

• JE SUIS LOIN DE TOI MIGNONNE 

• PARLEZ-NOUS D'AMOUR 

• TONY SAITTA 

• THE LITTLE GIRL WHO LIVES 
DOWN THE LANE 

CANADA'S LASGEST FILM LABORATOflY ANn SOUND FILM 0R6ANl^A^I0N 

TORONTO 
9 Brockhouse Road 
Toronto. Ont M8W 2W8 
Tel. (416) 259-7811 

•A DIVISION OF ASTRAl BELLEVue PATHE LTO./LTBE 

MONTREAL 
2000 Northdiffe Ave. 
Montreal. Que H4A 3K6 
Tel. (614)484-1186 
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Nortnan McLaren 

Three Birds 
Hand-pulled, 4-color — blue, rose and yellow on grey background—original seri-' 
graph printed by Ronald Perreault in Montreal. 
Edition of 120, numbered and signed individually by Norman McLaren. 
Print size: 20" x 26" (51 cm x 66 cm). The screens have been destroyed. 
Price $120.00 

Cinema Canada, in collaboration with the Editions Art 
Global, offers its readers an authentic work of art, creat
ed by Canada's master of animation, Norman McLaren. 
As this fine print has never been exhibited in a gallery, 
this is a unique chance to acquire the print; each one is 
signed and numbered individually by the artist. To or
der your print, fill out the order form below and send 
it with your check (in Canadian dollars) or an interna
tional money order, payable to Cinema Canada. The 
serigraph will be sent to you immediately by registered 
mail, packaged in a tube. The handling charges and 
postal insurance are the responsibility of the Editor. 
Customs duty, where applicable, must be paid by the 
recipient. 

Orders can be filled only as long as this limited edi
tion remains available. 

ORDER FORM/Return to: 

Cinema Canada Box 398, Outremont Station 
Montreal, Canada H2V 4N3 

Please send me the original serigraph "Three Birds" 
by Norman McLaren, accompanied by the certificate of 
authenticity. Price $120.00 

Name 

Address 

Quebec residents please add 8% sales tax. 
I Check enclosed for $ 
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the entire collection of 
cinema 
(anada 

is available 
in hard-bound volumes. 

Issues 1 through 7 $45 
(limited edition of 30) 

Issues 8 through 14 $35 
(limited edition of 100) 

Issues 15 through 20 $40 
(limited edition of 60) 

Cinema Canada, 
Box 398, Outremont Station, 

Montreal H2V 4N3 
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BIGGER AND BETTER 

PRODUCTIONS 
UMITED 

The Spectra Professional.. 
the metre for the pros. 

If your principal work is motion 
pictures, then you need the 
Spectra Professional. The 
Spectra Professional features 
a complete set of ASA slides 
calibrated at 1/50 second 
corresponding to the speed of 
motion picture cameras. The 
Spectra Professional is the 
most accurate of all metres, 
it's rugged, it's small and it's 
marked in footcandies. The 
pointer lock retains readings. It 
measures incident or reflected 
light with exclusive snap-on 
attachment. 
These are just some of the 
reasons why you shouldn't be 
without the Spectra 
Professional for perfect 
exposure, every time. 

For further information call or write: 

Alex L. CLARK CO. LTD. 
Toronto • IVIontreal • Calgary 
Toronto — Telephone (416) 255-8594 
30 Dorchester Ave. 
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